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Source: Anchor Stephen King is about to take over both theaters and your TV screen. The author's epic post-apocalyptic novel The Stand will reportedly be turned into an eight-episode miniseries that will eventually culminate in a feature film. The stand, first published in 1978, chronicles the epic battle between good and evil after the
American population is all but destroyed by the deadly virus. The story centers on a group of survivors who have to fight back against a demonic figure named Randall Flagg. The novel became a cult favourite, with a slowdown involving King's revisions published in 1990. Warner Bros. has long been working on a film adaptation of the
famous novel and the project has already passed several iterations. It was originally listed as the only three-hour film, but the studio ultimately decided that one film would be enough to cope with the scale of the project. Last year, writer and director Josh Boone (The Fault in Our Stars) announced that the adaptation had turned into a
large-scale event with four films. Now it looks like the studio has changed course again. According to The Wrap, Warner Bros. and CBS Films (which shares the rights to the novel) are now negotiating with Showtime in hopes of launching a TELEVISION miniseries for The Stand, which will then lead to the R.rated movement's only major
picture. While no formal deal has been struck, the report suggests that the ambitious, multi-platform plan is expected to be finalized this week. If the plans move forward, as predicted, Boone will handle both aspects of the project, serving as a writer and director for the developing miniseries as well as the film. King himself is also expected
to be involved in some power along with producers Roy Lee and Jimmy Miller. The idea is that the TV adaptation will allow Boone to explore more of the author's expansive history. One thing viewers can expect if the Showtime series does happen is the top star-studded cast. Per The Wrap, leading talent agents have already been notified
of a possible miniseries, and Boone is keen to land an A-list, critically acclaimed name to star in the project. The casting news is likely to come sooner than expected as Warner Bros. aims to get started on the stand sooner than later. Boone will reportedly decide The Stand before other high-profile, upcoming projects such as Fox's newest
spinoff New Mutants and an adaptation of The Universal Prince Anne Rice Lestat: The Vampire Chronicles. The miniseries is expected to begin filming early next year as one cohesive production. If the stand comes to Showtime, it won't be the first time the story has been adapted to television. The novel also inspired the 1994
TELEVISION miniseries starring Gary Sinize, Molly Ringwald and Rob Lowe. For The King, The Stand marks the second highly anticipated adaptation of one of the has been working on a big step forward in recent months. In April, it was announced that Sony was teaming up with Media Rights Capital to adapt its epic fantasy The Dark
Tower series into a big-budget franchise that also combines both a film series and an additional TV show. This project, which has undergone several iterations at various studios over the years, still has no director or lead actor, but the studio is reportedly making the long-running adaptation a priority and plans to pursue possible
candidates once the script is complete. A new film version of King's It is also in the works on the New Line. The project was set to begin production this summer, but has since stalled, following the departure of director Carey Fukunaga. Fans will have to stay with the tone for more details on the various projects, but viewers can clearly
expect King to have a strong presence on both TV and film screens over the next few years. More from Entertainment Crib: Stephen King wrote some of the most classic characters in horror. What would be the genre without Pennywise, the evil clown who preyed on the innocent people of Derry? Or what about Jack Torrance, an alcoholic
writer who works and doesn't play everything? Will the horror genre be what it is without Annie Wilks from Misery? It's hard to tell, but luckily King revealed his favorite characters from his fictional works. Who are they? Keep reading to find out. Sophia Lillis, Chosen by Jacobs, Jeremy Ray Taylor, Wayatt Oleff, Jayden Martell, Jack Dylan
Grazer and Finn Wolfhard | Kevin Winter / Getty Images Stephen King faced great abandon before getting to where he is today In King's autobiography, On Writing, the author stresses the importance of continuing to write. Before the author's big break in his bedroom, slips of rejection overfill. The author would nail his rejection letters to
the wall until they were no longer fit. pic.twitter.com/PDZMT0BjUL - Stephen King (@StephenKing) September 21, 2019 King says: By the time I was fourteen, the nail in my wall would no longer support the weight of the slip failure, it was pounced 100. I replaced the nail with a spike and went to write.   Stephen King's beloved characters,
whom he ever wrote King, have written thousands of characters over the years, all filled with the complexities that keep us up at night. On the panel at Lisner Audiotorium, the author asks his favorite character to write. He gives some answers. King's first answer is Annie Wilks of Misfortune. Wilkes is an obsessive stalker who kidnaps her
favorite author and forces him to write for her. He then goes on to choose a good man from his books, choosing Lisi from The History of the Forest. He says he likes it because it's based on his wife, Tabitha King. RELATED: Stephen King: Which character from his novels he least would like With? King adds: I also like the boys in a story
called The Body, which was made into a film called Stand By Me. In the body, the band embarks on a fascinating journey as they try to find the missing corpse. King recalls one of the most notable quotes from the novel, acting: I never had friends later like the ones I had when I was 12. Jesus Christ, anyone?   Then he gives his final
answer, saying: I liked Richie Toziere from it. Who's not? Richie is one of the funniest characters of any novel, and he adds a brilliant layer of comedic relief to an otherwise harrowing tale. Beep, Richie!      Stephen King's favorite film adaption from his fictional works Most of King's novels were shot in blockbusters, some about to become
award-winning hits. While King is known to have hated Stanley Kubrick's adaptation of Shine, there's one film adaptation that brought him to tears. This film was Stand By Me. directed by Rob Rayner, the 80s film remains a classic to this day. King tells Rolling Stone: I thought that was true for the book, and because it had an emotional
gradient of history. He was moving. I think I scared Rob Rayner. He showed it to me in the cinema room of the Beverly Hills Hotel... And you have to remember that the film was made on a shoestring. It had to be one of those things that opened in six theaters and then maybe disappeared. And instead it went viral. When the film ended, I
hugged him because I was moved to tears. Stephen King is undoubtedly one of the best-selling authors of all time. With more than 70 books written, this man sure knows how to keep us hooked. Remember all his stories, what are the three favorite novels by King Stephen King?  Stephen King | Mark Andrew Of Delhi / Getty Images
Stephen King has presented us with books for nearly 50 years Although the Master of Horror is responsible for ensuring that we soak the bed at night, it also taught us valuable lessons about love and friendship. And after nearly 50 years of writing novels, we're still looking forward to seeing his new books hit the shelves. But of all his
books, which the King has labeled as his favorites? Is it radiant? Perhaps a misfortune? Semetari's pet?  Stephen King's favorite books he ever wrote became commonly known to devout king fans that his favorite book he ever wrote was The Story of the Forest. This 2006 novel is very personal for King as he focuses on his relationship
with wife Tabitha. King also revealed another of his favorite novels. It involves a killer clown hanging out in a sewer and threatening people with a red balloon. Not only is this one of King's favorites, but it's also widely regarded by fans as his most epic novel to date. Being that book is more than 1,000 pages long, we come to know the
members of the Losers Club as we are part of this group of flaws ourselves. We suddenly find ourselves wanting to spend all our time with this group of friends, whether it's Richie Tozier or Beverly Marsh.  And his next favorite king novel involves a time travel through a cheap burger joint. Any guesses? King said another of his favorites is
11/22/63. This novel tells the story of a man named Jake Epping, who must travel back in time to the 1960s. Why, you ask? Oh, that's no big deal. It just has to prevent JFK from being killed. Stephen King threw one of his most famous novels in the trash In the 1970s King lived in a trailer park in what he claims to be America's
underachest. While he wowed in his cramped laundry room, the horror master soon hit his typewriter, writing his first major book. He ate the story of a young, pimping girl who develops telekinetic powers after receiving her first period.  RELATED: Stephen King: Which character from his novels would he least like to enter quarantine with?
At the time, King was working as a school janitor, and that gave him all the inner scoop he needed on his teenage mind. The manuscript was called Carrie, and the king hated it. pic.twitter.com/PDZMT0BjUL - Stephen King (@StephenKing) September 21, 2019 Because King was not a fan of his writing, he threw carrie's manuscript in the
trash. Tabitha King, his wife of many years, was going through the debris when she found him. After skimming through the story, she wanted to find out what happened next. She inspired King to keep writing, and Carrie eventually became his first big break.     
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